Princess Fred’s Matters
With great power the apostles continued to testify to the resurrection of the Lord Jesus.
And God’s grace was so powerfully at work in them all . Acts 4:33
Friday 5th April ‘19

Dear Parents/Carers,
It’s difficult to believe it was six weeks ago that we were starting the second half of our spring term.
It really has been a packed half-term with lots going on. A highlight was definitely the PSA Book
Week for a number of reasons. Focusing for a week on the enjoyment that can be found from books
and having this joy fuelled in a number of ways, including being visited by a number of authors,
helps to foster that love of reading that we believe is so important. After all, reading is the essential
foundation stone for accessing all other areas of the curriculum as well as developing a child’s
imagination and internal, imaginative life. The PSA Book Week is a small but very important part
of helping children achieve this. We’ve also had classes out on different trips to a variety of places
across London, the chess team played at Barham Primary School, selected children took part in a
Brent spelling bee and, quite recently, we have had volunteers helping to support the school with
our prayer space. This initiative run in conjunction with both churches has been enormously
successful with children really appreciating this space and the importance of taking time to be calm,
to pray and reflect. Thank you to everyone involved. It was also a joy to listen to the children from a
variety of year groups performing a variety of instruments at both music extravaganzas this week.
One thing that was missing that we usually experience at the end of the spring term is our Easter
service before breaking up for the holidays. This is due to Easter falling so late this year and so we
will be visiting St Mark’s Church on Thursday 25th April at 10am and look forward to a service led
by Reverend Will Leaf and with a dramatic performance by the
Year 4 children.
We wish you all an enjoyable break over the Easter holidays and
look forward to seeing everyone return safely and well rested for
the first day back for everyone on Tuesday 23rd April.
Mr Richards, Ms Banks and Ms Christopher.
Nursery
In Nursery we have had a very busy half term! Our focus has been looking at traditional stories, as
well as some modern favourites, with a different story every week. Everyone has really enjoyed all
the different activities we have been doing for each one, including: making fruit salads in class;
pretending to be trolls; making porridge outside and looking at African animals.
A lot of the activities have been helping the children develop their motor skills, which will help
them as they continue their journey through school. It is really helping, as we have been practising
writing our names, colouring, painting and mark-making.
For Book Week we all dressed up and took part in the parade around the KS2 playground, I think
you will agree they all looked fantastic. We were also very lucky to have a workshop on The Very
Hungry Caterpillar, which has sparked a love of bugs and creatures amongst the children. This half
term has also seen Nursery get a class snail, Speedy, who the children
love to feed and watch as it moves round on the glass.
We have been continuing our Embankment walks and are noticing all
the changes that are happening with spring, especially the blossom and
flowers that are growing very quickly! The children really enjoy exploring, finding new things and navigating their way through this area,
all while wearing their wellies.
Enjoy the Easter holidays and we hope the children have a well-earned
rest. Ms. Bellini, Miss Qassem and Mr Olubanjo.
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Reception
Reception have had a wonderful and busy few weeks this
term. We have been reading lots of traditional tales such as
'The Three Billy Goats Gruff', 'The Gingerbread Man',
'The Elves and the Shoemaker' and some Nursery
Rhymes. The children have really enjoyed these topics and
have been busy making delicious gingerbread men in class
and shoes for our shoe shop! In maths we have been looking at capacity and weighing and put our skills to the test
by weighing out the ingredients for our gingerbread. We
have also been learning to double and finding double
numbers using dice. We now know how to halve and share toys equally too. In RE we have been
learning about the Easter story and doing crafts for our RE working wall. We have been learning
about Mother's Day and why we celebrate it and
we've also made lovely cards for our mummy's and
pictures to take home.
The children really enjoyed book week this term too
and came into school in fancy dress costumes, which
was very exciting. We had a workshop during book
week called 'Where the Wild Things Are' which was
so much fun!!
From all the staff in the Reception, we wish you a
very relaxing and fun filled Easter break.
Miss O'Sullivan and Miss Mulry

Year 1
This half term has been very exciting for the children. They
really enjoyed book week where they were introduced to the
poet Josh Seigal and had a brilliant workshop based on Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory. They wrote poems about reading in
English and have been writing stories based on a range of texts.
In computing, the children have created an ebook and have
learned about some of the different keys in order to type
effectively.
They had lots of fun learning about our cross-curricular topic of Seasons and Weather. In art, they
used pastels to draw pictures of how a tree would look in the different seasons. In science and
geography the children took a closer look at what happens in the different seasons and how it affects
animals and humans. Thanks to your cake sale
endeavours, we were able to organise an
exciting interactive workshop about the seasons which the children enjoyed immensely!
In maths, the children have learned to tell the
time to the hour and half past.
Finally, in RE, the children have learned about
the different parts of the Easter story. We are
really looking forward to our class assemblies
next half term!
Have a lovely Easter break!
Miss Moore and Miss Staron
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Year 2
Year 2 have had another brilliant half term! In English the
children wrote some fantastic diary entries and stories all
based around the book The Night Pirates. They also wrote
some great letters as crayons writing to Duncan inspired
by the book The Day the Crayons Quit. In maths the
children have been getting to grips with finding fractions
of shapes and amounts. They have also learnt all about
money and how to total amounts and give change.
In History children continued to enjoy learning about life aboard a pirate ship. They enjoyed
embarking on an amazing trip to the Golden Hinde where they gained an even deeper insight into
the living conditions of pirate on a pirate ship.
In RE children have enjoyed learning about the symbols of Easter. They gained a good understanding of the Easter story and could link the Easter symbols to the correct sections of the story.
In science, children showed lots of engagement and enthusiasm learning about practical ways to be
safe around electricity. They also enjoyed building simple circuits.
In art children enjoyed using making bandanas by dip dying their fabric and creating intricate
patterns on them.
The highlight of our term has got to be our class assemblies as children had the privilege of
showcasing their learning before the entire school community. It was very encouraging to see
children confidently expressing themselves on stage during their assemblies. We hope you enjoyed
seeing everything they have
been doing in school.
Have a lovely Easter break
and we look forward to
welcoming the children back
for the Summer Term.
Mr Duker and Ms Coode

Year 3
Year 3 have had an exciting half-term all about movement! In maths we have looking at angles and
clockwise and anticlockwise. In English we have been writing explanations about how things are
made, using prepositions and adverbs. The classes have been out and about the school drawing the
buildings and the trees on the embankment for art. We’ve been talking about magnets and forces in
science which ended in a fantastically fun day at the Science Museum where the children watched a
presentation on forces, then explored the museum’s new Wonderlab which gave them an
opportunity to expand their understanding by experimenting. The homework project this half term
was to build a model volcano and
this week there have been
explosions of bicarbonate and
fizzy lava in both year 3
classrooms as they present their
work to their classmates. We wish
you all a very happy Easter, a restful break and look forward to seeing you all again in the summer
term.
Ms Griffin and Ms Greenaway
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Year 4
This half term, Year 4 have been learning about a range
of topics including the Vikings, animals including
humans, The Easter story and how to make a musical
instrument. The children have approached each topic
with enthusiasm and have applied themselves fully to
learning new skills along with the acquisition of
knowledge.
In English, we have focused upon the book ‘Wicked
World’ by Benjamin Zephaniah. We have used this as
our writing prompt to encourage the children to write an
informal letter to a pen pal in Mongolia about life in
England. They also wrote their own narrative poem in
the style of the author. In RE, we looked at the Easter story and linked it to English to write a script for our
Easter production.
In maths, the children have learned about multiplication and division, problem solving, time and statistics.
Science has seen us learning about animals including humans.
We also focused on human teeth and the digestive system. The
children have enjoyed computing this half term, learning to
create animation using purple mash 2Animate. Both classes
also had the pleasure of visiting The Museum of London as
part of our humanities topic on the Vikings, and in DT we
made our own musical instruments using kitchen roll tubes and
‘papier maché’.
We look forward to seeing the children back after a restful and
very well deserved Easter holiday.
Mr L Sowa, Ms D Jariwala and Ms H Brookes

Year 5
This half term Year 5 have been learning about a range of topics including persuasive writing in English; the
meaning of Easter in R.E; fairground rides in DT and the continuation of materials in science.
English studies have focused on persuasive writing where children have written a letter from the perspective
of Zoe Black (a character in Floodland) to the Prime Minister complaining about the rising water levels. The
topic culminated in the children writing letters in the style of The Day the Crayons Quit to their classroom
chairs persuading them to stop striking. What has impressed us both is how inspired the children were to write
the letters and the choice of vocabulary used by many of the children.
In science, the children all became Sherlock Holmes and had to use their investigating skills to solve the crime
of which a member of staff left a mess of powder in our classrooms. They used a variety of scientific skills
such as: making predictions, observing the reaction of different powders with water and vinegar, filling in
results tables as a group and finally making conclusions about who the culprit was! It was a pleasure to see the
children working together with their peers to complete the investigation.
Both classes have had the opportunity to be involved in three trips this half term. Firstly, the visit from the
Shakespeare Company performing A Midsummer’s Night Dream along with some of the children, who are
destined for a career in acting for sure! We also had our visit to Kilburn Library and the visit to the Emirates
Sky Line in Greenwich. All children must be applauded for their maturity and impeccable behaviour on these
trips.
During Book Week the children had the opportunity to be involved in four author assemblies, dress up as
their favourite book character and have workshops with the
fantastic Maz Evans. The children were all inspired by her wise
words.
The children continue to impress with the high standard of work
produced in all subjects and should be congratulated for their effort
this half term. We wish you all a safe, restful and enjoyable Easter
break and look forward to the summer term, especially our visit to
Ironbridge. Mr McCann and Mr Cheeseman
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Year 6
Year 6 have enjoyed a busy and
varied second spring half term. We
were lucky to enjoy assemblies with
a number of children’s authors
during book week and then took part
in a workshop with the excellent
Ross Welford where we were able to
hone our writing skills even further!
We managed to coincide a trip to
Kew Gardens with the recent
improvement in spring-like weather
and, as such, the children enjoyed
exploring everything Kew had to
offer alongside a workshop to
deepen our understanding of
evolution.
We have been enjoying reading a number of books in English this term and using them as inspiration for writing of our own: The Promise by Nicola Davis, The Wolves in the Walls by Neil Gaiman
and The Wedding Ghost by Leon Garfield have all inspired and provoked a range of fantastic writing across a range of genres.
In maths we have been practising our division and multiplication methods and using them to solve
word problems.
All the hard work we have put into designing and manufacturing our own slippers has resulted in
some extremely comfortable (not to mention fashionable) footwear that the children will be bringing home for Easter. We have continued to enjoy learning about World War 1 in history and creating our own blogs in computing.
Thank you to our parents for organising a fantastic Mothers’ Day Sale. The money raised will be
used for the production of our leavers book and other activities that we can enjoy after the SATs.
We wish you all a very happy Easter, a restful break and look forward to seeing you all again in the
summer term.
Mr Larke, Mr Kai and Miss Barron

Physical Education
This half term the Year 1 children have been focusing on improving
their throwing and aiming abilities using a variety of balls and other
equipment. The children have also been learning to travel in different ways showing clear transitions between movements, developing
their agility, balance and co-ordination.
Year 2 have been working hard to perfect their agility, balance and
co-ordination. They have also developed their underarm throwing
skills and knowing when in a game an underarm throw would be
used.
Year 3 are continuing with their swimming on a Wednesday
morning. Children are improving their swimming with various
strokes and gaining more confidence when getting in and out of the
pool.
Year 4 have been working on their striking and fielding skills this
half term. They have practised different ways of throwing (over/
underarm) and know when each is appropriate. They are improving their hand eye co-ordination
skills to strike a moving ball and consolidate their catching skills.
Year 5 have been improving their striking and fielding skills this half term. They are developing
their batting and fielding skills and using different techniques for catching, throwing, holding the
bat and striking the ball accurately.
Year 6 have been developing their catching under pressure and using fielding skills effectively to
stop the ball. They have also learnt different batting skills and techniques, holding, stance and hitting the ball.
This half term some of our gifted and talented children in PE from Key Stage 1 went to Willesden
Sports Centre to take part in an Athletics multi-skills festival. This involved working at different
stations and trying out all types of athletic disciplines, running, jumping and throwing. The children
enjoyed all the activities and had great fun competing against each other and children from two
other schools. I was really proud of the way our younger children conducted themselves outside of
school; their behaviour and sportsmanship were a real credit to themselves and the school.
Mr Chantler
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Music
This term Reception learnt how to
play the glockenspiel accurately
with the support of the helpful and
encouraging year 2 children.
After some practice, some children
in year 4, 5 and 6 took an exciting
visit to the marvellous Royal Albert
Hall where they, along with
thousands of other children, took
part in an amazing performance in
an event called Prom Praise. Prom
Praise featured West End singers,
the All Soul's Orchestra, dancers,
and a massed choir. Working together, through song, dance and acting, the performers told the story
of Exodus.
Other events The girls' choir, the combined boys' singing club and the open choir performed in a
competition: the biannual Brent Choir of the Year competition. Each choir afterwards received a
gold award.
We were amazed by how brilliantly everyone performed at the two extravaganza concerts. All four
choirs performed spectacularly; year 5 and year 6 played incredibly well on the steel pans, while
many talented children in years 3 to 6 played in the ginormous orchestra. There were also many
other effective performances, including drumkit, brass, violin/viola and singing.
The advanced chamber ensemble took part in the North London Festival, and each received a medal
for their achievement.
Year 4 have also been enthusiastically preparing for their Easter musical- which will take place at
the church service at St Mark's on Thursday the 25th of April.
We are also encouraged by the significantly high number of children learning instruments in the
school. We are very proud of all of our children.
Mr Tang (with the help of George (5L) and David (6R)

School Prayer
Father God,
We thank you for loving and making each one of us,
Help us to respect and care for each other and our environment.
Help us to work hard and play fairly
That our school may be a place of joy, peace and hope and a light in this community
We ask this in the name of Jesus Christ

Amen
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